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OVERVIEW

• CRT Fundamentals
– Fundamentally a charitably oriented income tax 

planning technique

• Split-interest trusts
– Includes both charitable and non-charitable 

interests
– IRC § 4947(a)(2) split-interest trust rules apply
– The rules are exacting
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OVERVIEW

• CRT Fundamentals
– A CRT is an irrevocable trust created during life or 

at death which first provides one or more  non-
charitable beneficiaries with an annuity for a term 
or years, not to exceed 20, or for a term measured 
by one or more lives.

– The remainder is dedicated to charitable purposes
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OVERVIEW

• CRT Fundamentals
– A charitable contribution deduction is available to 

the donor based on the present value of the 
charitable remainder interest

– A CRT is exempt from income tax; annuitants are 
not 
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OVERVIEW

• CLT Fundamentals
– Fundamentally a charitably oriented transfer tax 

planning technique
– A CLT is an irrevocable trust created during life 

or at death which provides one or more 
charitable beneficiaries with an annuity for a 
term or years, of any length, or for a term 
measured by one or more lives.

– The remainder benefits one or more non-
charitable beneficiaries
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OVERVIEW

• CLT Fundamentals
– A transfer tax charitable contribution deduction 

is available to the donor based on the present 
value of the annuity interest

– A CLT generally is not tax-exempt but the 
annuity payments qualify for an unlimited 
charitable contribution under IRC § 642(c)
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CRATs and CRUTs

• Charitable Remainder Annuity (“CRAT”) –
provides a fixed annuity to non-charitable 
beneficiary(ies)

• Charitable Remainder Unitrust (“CRUT”) –
provide a “unitrust amount” to non-
charitable beneficiary(ies) which is adjusted 
annually based on the value of the assets 
held in the CRUT
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THE BASIC REQUIREMENTS

• Annual distributions:
– Five Percent Minimum – for CRATs (5% of initial 

FMV); for CRUTs (5% of the trust balance 
revalued annually)

– Fifty Percent Maximum – for CRATs (50% of 
initial FMV); for CRUTs (50% of the trust balance 
revalued annually)

– The tax obligation of the annuitant(s) is based 
on a “four tiered” distribution system
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THE BASIC REQUIREMENTS

• Required Ten Percent Minimum 
Remainder Value

• Permissible Noncharitable 
beneficiary: individual, trust, estate, 
partnership, LLC, or corporation.

• Term:
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THE BASIC REQUIREMENTS

• Five Percent probability of exhaustion test:
– Determines whether there is more than a 5% 

probability that a non-charitable beneficiary will 
survive the exhaustion of the corpus

• Important Controlling Authorities
– Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.664-1
– IRC Section 4947(a)(2)
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THE BASIC REQUIREMENTS

• Drafting Guidance 
– CRATs: Rev. Proc. 2003-53 through 2003-60
– CRUTs: Rev. Proc. 2005-52 through 2005-59
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SELECTED ISSUES
• Income tax issues:

– Beware unrelated business taxable income
– Draft to preserve the largest possible charitable 

contribution deduction
– Be mindful of assignment of income
– Deferred timing of deduction for gifts of tangible 

personal property
– Can avoid the application of the Private Foundation 

rules by forgoing a charitable contribution 
deduction

– Understand the proper application of the “tiered” 
distribution rules
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SELECTED ISSUES

• Transfer tax issues:
– Marital deduction offsets gift tax exposure when 

the donor’s spouse is the annuitant
– The value of gifts to other annuitants is subject to 

transfer tax
– Defer transfer tax exposure by retaining the power 

to revoke a successor party’s annuity interest
• Reserved authority:

– The Donor can reserve the authority to change the 
charitable remainder beneficiary
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CRUT PLANNING

• StanCRUT: fixed unitrust percentage
• Variations:

– Net Income CRUT (“NICRUT”): distributes the 
lesser of the StanCRUT amount or the current 
trust accounting income
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CRUT PLANNING

• Variations:
– Net Income Makeup CRUT (“NIMCRUT”): 

distributes the lesser of the StanCRUT amount 
or the current trust accounting income; 
however, whenever trust accounting income 
exceeds the StanCRUT amount the excess is 
distributable to make up for any prior years 
when a full StanCRUT amount was not 
distributed
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CRUT PLANNING

• Variations:
– FLIP CRUT: a NICRUT or NIMCRUT that converts 

to a StanCRUT upon a  “triggering event” not 
under the donor’s direct control

• Definition of Net Income
– Can include capital gains post contribution if 

authorized by state law or the governing 
instrument
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CLATs and CLUTs

• Charitable Lead Annuity Trust (“CLAT”) –
provides a fixed annuity to one or more 
charitable beneficiary(ies) – the lower the 7520 
rate the easier it is to “zero-out” the value of 
the non-charitable remainder interest

• Charitable Lead Unitrust (“CLUT”) – provide a 
“unitrust amount” to non-charitable 
beneficiary(ies) which is adjusted annually 
based on the value of the assets held in the 
CLUT - Not interest rate sensitive
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THE BASICS

• No Minimums or Maximums:
– Payouts
– Terms

• Tax Status
– Non-Grantor Trust: CLT is a separate taxpayer - the 

donor does not receive an income tax charitable 
contribution deduction.  Section 642(c) provides an 
unlimited income tax charitable contribution 
deduction to the CLT for annual distributions to 
charity.  Can effectively “zero-out” tax liability.
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THE BASICS

• Tax Status
– Grantor Trust: Grantor receives an income tax 

charitable contribution deduction for the full 
value of the charitable interest upfront but then 
reports all of the CLT’s income, deductions, and 
credits on personal return for the term of the 
trust.  Early termination results in recapture of a 
prorate portion of the value of the upfront 
deduction.
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THE BASICS

• Drafting Guidance 
– CLATs: Rev. Procs. 2007-45 and 2007-46
– CLUTs: Rev. Procs. 2008-45 and 2008-46
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THE ESTATE TAX PLANNING POWER OF 
A CLT – AN EXAMPLE

• If a donor contributed four million dollars on 
November 1, 2021 to a Charitable Lead Annuity Trust 
paying an annuity of 7.212% ($288,494/year) for a 
term of fifteen years, the taxable portion of the 
transaction (gift tax) would be $0.00 (at the October 
2021 Section 7520 rate of 1.0%).

• Presuming that, net after taxes, the corpus grows by 
5% each year, approximately $2,090,000 will pass to 
the donor’s private beneficiaries at the end of the 
15-year term, free of any additional gift tax.
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THE ESTATE TAX PLANNING POWER OF 
A CLT – AN EXAMPLE

• If the growth is 7%, the remainder will increase to 
approximately $3,786,550.

• More importantly, during the same fifteen-year 
period, $4,327,412 will have been paid to the donor’s 
intended charities.

• Even if we used a more historically “normal” Section 
7520 rate, i.e. 4%, with the same gift ($4 million) and 
the same fifteen-year term, a “zeroed out” CLAT would 
provide $5,396,460 million to the intended charities 
over the term and $552,522 or $1,995,609 million 
would pass to the private beneficiaries at net growth 
rates of 5% and 7%, respectively.
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CLTs: SELECTED ISSUES TO CONSIDER

• Lifetime CLT
– The CLT can authorize the trustee to sprinkle 

the lead interest among qualifying charitable 
beneficiaries

– But, avoid retaining powers that would cause 
estate tax inclusion 

• Private Foundation rules:
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CLTs: SELECTED ISSUES TO CONSIDER

• Allocating GST Exemption:
– CLUTs provide certainty
– CLATs don’t

• Formula clauses create flexibility for 
testamentary CLATs

• Using a CLT as a Family Foundation Alternative
• Using Variable Payouts to provide larger actual 

remainders
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